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The Touring caravan from ERIBA

The unique and timelessly elegant design of the ERIBA Touring is no accident. The exceptional concept 
featuring a steel frame located beneath an aerodynamically designed aluminium skin has its origins in the 
aviation industry and was perfected by an aeronautical engineer over 60 years ago.

The Touring’s aerodynamic front section has numerous benefits for you on your travels, including lower air 
resistance and fuel consumption, as well as greater driving safety and perfect roadholding characteristics. 
Discover a premium quality, fuel-efficient and compact travel pro that’s more than earned its cult status.

A PARADIGM OF 
EFFICIENCY.

Streamlined tubular steel 
construction
for minimal air resistance and 
reduced fuel consumption

Anti-sway coupling
with automatic overrun  
device and automatic  
reversing mechanism

Outer skin made from  
smooth aluminium
with reinforced pop-top roof  
made from hail-proof GRP

Low overall height (226 cm)
with perfect roadholding characteristics 

and a high degree of driving stability

Pop-top roof
with 26 mm sandwich insulation 

and 1.95 m headroom

Automatic brake adjustment
for considerably  

shorter braking distances
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Soft-Close

All kitchen drawers are roller-mounted for an ultra-smooth 
action. They feature high-quality servo soft-touch closing 
mechanisms and one-hand push-locks which prevent 
the drawers from opening and rattling while the vehicle is 
in motion.

BODYWORK AND SAFETY
BE PREPARED FOR ALL EVENTUALITIES WITH ERIBA.

The ERIBA Touring highlights

– High degree of driving stability with perfect 
 roadholding characteristics
– Low height on the road (226 cm)
– Chassis with independent wheel suspension 
 and shock absorbers
– Automatic brake adjustment
– Streamlined tubular steel construction
–  Anti-snake stabiliser with automatic overrun device   

and automatic reversing mechanism
– Pop-top roof with 26 mm sandwich insulation and 
 1.95 m of headroom

Roof awning with LED for the ERIBA Touring

The extremely lightweight articulated awning with 
integrated LED light fits compactly to the curve of 
the roof without making the caravan any wider. 
The optionally available side and front sections
offer additional protection from sun, wind and rain.

Space for bicycles

The optional bicycle rack accommodates two bikes 
securely on the drawbar, and folds back easily to allow 
access to the front storage area.
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TOURING

THE CULT CARAVAN  
FOR INDIVIDUALISTS.
ERIBA TOURING

Highlights

Models

ERIBA Touring caravans have acquired cult status. They are notable for their low dead weight, compact dimensions 
and low overall height, their pop-top roof and superb roadholding characteristics are legendary. The vehicles come 
with an exclusive equipment package which ensures both comfort and maximum safety. A practical furnishing concept 
with a high-quality interior and an exclusive design – in the living and sleeping area, kitchen and bathroom – make 
travelling with the ERIBA Touring an unforgettable experience.

•   Perfect interior climate thanks 
to the pop-top roof with 
canvas window

•   Low fuel consumption thanks 
to the aerodynamic front

•   Perfect roadholding 
characteristics and driving 
safety

•   Unique design principle based 
on aeronautical engineering

•   1.95 m headroom thanks  
to the ERIBA pop-top roof

•   Available in 2 different  
exterior colours

•  Familia 310

•  Familia 320

•  Triton 410

•  Triton 418

•  Triton 420

•  Triton 430

•  Troll 530

•  Troll 535

•  Troll 540

•  Troll 542

•  Troll 550 FE
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 LIVING
AREA AND
 KITCHEN
INSPIRING INTERIOR DESIGN  
ON WHEELS.

Stowage space galore

All fixed beds open up wide and are 
kept securely in position by spring 

struts. The enormous bed boxes are 
easily accessible – either from inside the 
caravan or from the outside through the 
large exterior locker door on the awning 

side (optional extra depending on model).

Compact yet amazingly spacious

The ERIBA Touring with its pop-top  
roof boasts a headroom of 1.95 metres. 
The interior has a very welcoming feel, 
with cleverly designed furnishings in the 
warm Trentino Pear Wood furniture finish.

More space for preparation

The side flap acts as a worktop 
extension and combines with 
the optional sink cover with 
chopping board to create a 
large work surface.

Seating areas

All seating areas can be transformed 
at a stroke into a comfortable bed. The 
spacious seat boxes provide plenty of 

easily accessible stowage space.
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TOURING

SLEEPING 
AND 

BATHROOM
CHARMING INTERIOR CONCEPTS.

Everything in its place

The bathroom is equipped with a 
height-adjustable mirror, a shelf with 
tensioning straps to store utensils,  
a towel rail and a bench toilet.

Maximum sleeping comfort

Travelling doesn’t have to mean 
compromising on sleeping comfort: 
in the ERIBA Touring, restful slumbers 
are guaranteed thanks to cold foam 
mattresses or optional innerspring 
mattresses with soft covers.
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FEELING | NOVA L IGHT

COMPACT COMFORT 
FOR THE DISCERNING 
CUSTOMER.
 ERIBA FEELING AND ERIBA NOVA LIGHT

Highlights

Perfect for serious travelling coupled with home comforts: the light and nimble ERIBA Feeling and ERIBA Nova Light. 
The compact ERIBA Feeling is notable for its low chassis and boasts a spacious interior and pleasant climate thanks 
to the pop-top roof. The ERIBA Nova Light impresses with its generous headroom. And its extremely low dead weight 
means it can take any amount of luggage. Cosy seating areas and berths ensure a superior standard of living and 
sleeping comfort.

•     Gapless insulation thanks to 
the proven PUAL design

•    Perfect interior climate  
thanks to the pop-top  
roof with canvas window  
in the ERIBA Feeling

•    Low fuel consumption due to 
the rounded design

•    1.95 m headroom thanks to 
the ERIBA pop-top roof in the 
ERIBA Feeling

•   Travel-friendly thanks to  
compact dimensions and 
excellent manoeuvrability

•   Optional pop-top roof for 2 
people in the ERIBA Feeling

Models

•  Feeling 425

•  Nova Light 425

•  Feeling 442

•  Nova Light 442

•  Nova Light 465

•  Feeling 470

•  Nova Light 470 FE
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LIVING 
AREA AND 
KITCHEN
PERFECT HOME COMFORTS  
IN A COMPACT CARAVAN.

Dine in style

The seating area of the
ERIBA Feeling 425, shown  
here in the fabric combination  
Fayon, provides plenty of space  
to enjoy a meal in company.

Functional holiday kitchen

The compact kitchen of the  
ERIBA Nova Light 442 has everything 

you need for a carefree holiday.

The feel-good factor

With its fresh, modern 
decor, the ERIBA Feeling 

gives you a pleasing  
sense of space and  
is a sporty travelling  

companion for adventures 
anywhere in the world.
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SLEEPING 
AND 

BATHROOM
TIMELESS MODERN DESIGN 

WITH NO COMPROMISES.

Rest and relaxation

Compact outer dimensions in 
combination with high quality 
fittings: twin beds in the  
Nova Light 442 with multi-zone 
cold foam mattresses and  
removable covers.

Multifunctional bathroom

The multifunctionality of the spacious 
compact bathroom is a delight: the ERIBA 
Feeling 425 with modern toilet. The open 

shelves are secured with tensioning straps. 
A shower can also be fitted on request.
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NOTE

LEGAL NOTICE

DISCOVER EVEN MORE ONLINE.

This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication. Despite careful checking of the contents, 
misprints cannot be ruled out. We reserve the right to modify the equipment or make product improvements 
during the course of the model year. Before signing a sales contract, please ask one of our authorised ERIBA 
dealers about the current product and series status. Some vehicles include optional extras which are quoted 
in the current price list and available at extra cost. The pictured decorations are not part of the ERIBA scope 
of delivery. The details of scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights are valid 
at the time of going to press – deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max. +/- 5%) are possible and 
permissible. This data complies with European homologation regulations, which may change up to the time 
of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your ERIBA dealer will gladly provide information on any changes and the 
standard scope of delivery.

Copyright © 2019 Hymer GmbH & Co. KG

The models featured in this brochure are a selection from the ERIBA range.  
You can find our full range of products online at www.ERIBA.com or at your 
ERIBA dealer.

Postfach 1140
D-88330 Bad Waldsee

www.ERIBA.com

Hymer GmbH & Co. KG 

Registered Office: Holzstr. 19, 88339 Bad Waldsee
Registered with Ulm District Court
Register No.: HRA 724 395
VAT ID number: DE 298318108
Managing Directors: Jochen Hein, Christian Bauer




